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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
The most widely accepted treatment for pediatric supracondylar humeral fracture 
is closed reduction and percutaneous pinning (CRPP). However, there is debate 
regarding the technique that is utilized, whether crossed or lateral pinning, and 
the number of pins used.

AIM 
To compare the functional and radiological outcomes of lateral and cross pinning 
in the management of humeral supracondylar fracture.

METHODS 
A retrospective analysis was performed on 101 patients who were surgically 
managed by either one of the CRPP techniques from 2015 to 2019. Several clinical 
parameters were taken into account, including pre- and post-intervention 
Baumann angle, as well as scores for pain, range of motion, function, and stability. 
Statistical analysis was performed to study the outcomes of the utilized 
techniques.

RESULTS 
Amongst our study sample, which included 63 males and 38 females with a mean 
age of 5.87 years, about one-third of the patients underwent crossed pinning 
fixation configuration and the remaining two-thirds were managed by lateral 
pinning configuration. Similar results were obtained in the two groups with no 

https://www.f6publishing.com
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statistical difference regarding Mayo elbow performance scores (MEPS) and Baumann angle. The 
mean MEPS in the lateral and crossed pinning groups were 93.68 + 8.59 and 93.62 + 9.05, 
respectively. The mean Baumann angle was 72.5° + 6.46 in the lateral group and 72.3° + 4.70 in the 
crossed-pinning group (P = 0.878).

CONCLUSION 
Both lateral pinning and crossed pinning fixation configuration for displaced pediatric 
supracondylar humeral fractures provide similar functional and radiological outcomes.

Key Words: Supracondylar fracture; Gartland; Pinning; Functional; Radiological

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: Closed reduction and percutaneous pinning is the mainstay in the management of pediatric 
supracondylar fracture. It is still controversial what pin configuration should be used (lateral vs cross 
pinning), and how many pins should be used. Both lateral and cross pinning techniques provide adequate 
stability for the fracture with nearly similar radiological and functional outcomes.

Citation: Radaideh AM, Rusan M, Obeidat O, Al-Nusair J, Albustami IS, Mohaidat ZM, Sunallah AW. Functional 
and radiological outcomes of different pin configuration for displaced pediatric supracondylar humeral fracture: A 
retrospective cohort study. World J Orthop 2022; 13(3): 250-258
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2218-5836/full/v13/i3/250.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.5312/wjo.v13.i3.250

INTRODUCTION
A supracondylar humeral fracture happens through the thin part of the distal humerus above the 
growth plate level. These fractures are typical pediatric injuries, accounting for 60% of upper limb 
fractures and 13% of pediatric fractures. They are most commonly seen in children 5-7 years of age with 
no gender predilection[1-3].

These fractures may be complete or incomplete with varying degrees of severity. The Gartland classi-
fication system is a popular system for the evaluation and treatment of these fractures. It classifies them 
as type 1 - nondisplaced or minimally displaced, type 2 - displaced with intact posterior cortex, and type 
3 - completely displaced without contact between fragments[3]. In addition, the modified Gartland 
classification is frequently used, describing one more type, type 4 - complete multidirectional 
displacement of fragments with periosteal disruption[4].

As for the management of these fractures, a trial of conservative management may be undertaken 
with type 1 fractures and minimally displaced type 2 fractures. This involves long arm casting with less 
than 90 degrees of elbow flexion[5].

Operative management is almost always required in more severe types, including closed reduction 
and percutaneous pinning (CRPP). Pinning is performed retrogradely, using two pins for type 2 
fractures and three pins for type 3 fractures. Rarely, open reduction with percutaneous pinning is 
needed in open fractures and in cases of failed closed reduction[6]. The most commonly reported 
postoperative complication is pin migration[7].

Despite reported complications of neurovascular injuries[8], it has been well documented in the 
previous literature that pediatric supracondylar humerus fractures generally have good outcomes. 
Elbow range of motion (ROM) and function are usually preserved, provided that adequate reduction is 
achieved through surgical intervention or casts application[9].

CRPP has two techniques: Lateral pinning technique (Figure 1A) and cross pinning technique 
(Figure 1B). Controversy persists between the two perspectives regarding which is better in terms of 
fixation stability and risk of developing complications.

Theoretically, crossed pinning is superior in providing biomechanical stability, yet this construct 
increases the risk of iatrogenic ulnar nerve injury due to the medial pin position. Conversely, lateral 
pinning may be less stable biomechanically but avoids ulnar nerve injury[10-12].

Therefore, this study aimed to study the difference in stability and functional outcomes between 
patients managed by lateral pinning and those managed by crossed pinning for displaced 
supracondylar fracture of the humerus. The null hypothesis was that there is no difference between the 
treatment groups.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2218-5836/full/v13/i3/250.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.5312/wjo.v13.i3.250
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Figure 1 Postoperative AP view radiographs. A: Lateral pinning; B: Cross pinning.

In order to compare the two techniques, the well-validated Mayo elbow performance score (MEPS) 
was used as a standardized functional outcome measure[13,14]. Other measures with clinical-
radiological value may be considered as well. These may include measurement of Baumann angle 
(Figure 2), carrying angle, the development of complications, and the necessity to re-operate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We conducted a single-blinded retrospective cohort study at the Department of Orthopedics of King 
Abdullah University Hospital (KAUH). Before conducting this study, ethical approval was obtained 
from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) committee of KAUH. This study reviewed a total of 101 cases 
of children with supracondylar humeral fractures that were presented to the emergency department of 
KAUH between 2015 and 2019. Multiple parameters were reviewed, including gender, age, and surgical 
intervention, as well as scores for pain, ROM, function, and stability. A convenience sampling method 
was used to obtain our sample.

Our inclusion criteria for the study involved any patient up to the age of 13 years who had a 
supracondylar humeral fracture and underwent closed reduction with percutaneous pinning within 24 
h of the insult and with no neurological or vascular injury prior to the operation. The pinning was either 
lateral or crossed configuration with medial and lateral wires. Our exclusion criteria included patients 
who did not respond to our call, patients with bilateral fractures, patients with multiple surgeries in the 
same limb, and those who ever had a previous elbow fracture. This was to avoid the confounding effects 
of previous fractures and surgeries on our results. However, unknown confounders might still be 
present.

An orthopedic specialist reviewed the patients' radiographic images (Figure 3) and categorized them 
using the Gartland classification system. Then, surgery was performed and techniques were 
standardized in regards to pin location, pin size, stability, and positioning of the elbow. They were 
performed by a well-trained orthopedic surgeon.

Patients were scheduled for follow-up visits; the follow-up period was customized according to 
patient cases individually, with a timeframe ranging from 1 mo postoperatively to 1 year. They 
underwent pin removal and cast change and were inspected for symptoms and ROM. Radiographs 
were taken to guarantee proper healing and reduction (Figure 4).

All fractures were also assessed by altering their Baumann angle, which was measured both 
postoperatively and during the last follow-up in January-March 2020. Baumann angle refers to the angle 
between the long axis of the humeral shaft and the growth plate of the lateral condyle. A difference in 
the angle of more than 5 degrees between the two limbs was considered abnormal. All measurements 
were performed by a single calibrated examiner. The interclass correlation coefficient for the angle 
measurement was above 90%.

MEPS was used to assess functional limitations of the elbow on daily activities and administered 
during January-March 2020 via patient interviewing and physical examination in the clinic. Elbow 
function was measured across four domains: Pain (45 points), ROM (20 points), stability (10 points), and 
daily function (25 points). Clinical information from these four subscales was rated on a 100-point scale 
and categorized as follows: < 60, poor; 60-74, fair; 75-89, good; and 90-100, excellent[13,14].

All of our patients were eligible to participate in our study. Matching by age and gender was not 
performed due to the small number of patients in the crossed pinning group and the portability of 
introducing bias. Case selection bias was minimal because we applied strict inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, and the outcome of interest was clear for all categories. In addition, information bias was 
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Figure 2 Lateral radiograph demonstrating Baumann's angle (angle between the long axis of humeral shaft and growth plate of lateral 
humeral condyle).

Figure 3 Pre-operative AP view radiograph.

Figure 4 AP radiographs post pin removal. A: Lateral pinning B: Crossed pinning.

controlled by excluding all patients with missing information.
Data was entered and analyzed using IBM SPSS statistics version 23. We looked at MEPS, Gartland 

type, type of fixation, and Baumann angle. We classified the patients according to the technique used 
(crossed pinning vs lateral pinning); the lateral pinning group was further sub-classified into 2 pins vs 3 
pins. Patients were also categorized according to Gartland type, MEPS score, and gender. Using the t-
test, we measured if there was a difference in Baumann angle according to the type of fixation, and 
whether it was lateral pinning or crossed pinning. Using multiple linear regression, we measured the 
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factors that affect Baumann angle and MEPS. Using ANOVA, we measured if there was a difference 
between two lateral pins, three lateral pins, and crossed pinning groups in their effect on Baumann 
angle and MEPS. Results were considered significant at P < 0.05.

RESULTS
A total of 101 patients with supracondylar fractures were qualified to join our study. All patients 
responded and were included in the analysis. Of these patients, 63 (62.4%) were male, and 38 (37.6%) 
were female. The mean age of patients was 5.87 ± 1.5 years, with the youngest patient being 35 d of age 
and the eldest being 13.0 years of age.

We subdivided them by type of fixation into a cross pinning group with 28 patients (28.7%) and a 
lateral group with 72 patients (71.3%). Patients were further subdivided by Gartland type and MEPS 
(Table 1). As for Gartland type distribution, none had type I, 21 (20.8%) had type II, 43 (42.6%) had type 
III fractures, 28(27.7%) had type IV, and 9 (8.9%) had flexion type supracondylar fracture. The mean 
time for the last follow-up was 24.65 and 20.55 mo in the lateral pinning and cross pinning groups, 
respectively.

Regarding outcomes in the lateral pinning group, 62.5% of the patients had excellent outcomes, 36.1% 
had good outcomes, and 1.4% had fair outcomes. There were no reports of poor outcomes. Meanwhile, 
in the crossed pinning group, 62.1% of patients had excellent outcomes, 34.5% had good outcomes, and 
3.4% had fair outcomes with no reports of poor outcomes.

There was no statistical difference in functional outcome according to MEPS (P = 0.06). The mean 
MEPS in the lateral pinning and crossed-pinning groups were 93.68 ± 8.6 and 93.62 ± 9.0, respectively. 
Multiple linear regression analysis was performed to determine the relationship between MEPS and 
different clinical parameters for functional outcomes. However, there was no statistical difference found 
in functional outcome regardless of gender (P = 0.220), fracture type (P = 0.647), and type of fixation (P = 
0.888).

There was no statistical difference between the groups according to Baumann angle (P = 0.878). The 
means in the lateral pinning and crossed pinning groups were 72.5° ± 6.5 and 72.3° ± 4.7, respectively. 
Multiple linear regression analysis was also performed with Baumann angle with no result of statistical 
difference regardless of gender (P = 0.115), fracture type (P = 0.949), and type of fixation (P = 0.995).

We further subdivided the lateral group into 2 wires lateral (36 patients) and 3 wires lateral (36 
patient) groups; there was no statistically significant difference between the three groups using one-way 
ANOVA according to MEPS (P = 0.694) and Baumann angle (P = 0.115).

DISCUSSION
The management of pediatric supracondylar humeral fractures includes non-operative and operative 
treatments. Fractures are further individualized based on the presentation (open or closed fracture), 
Gartland classification, the degree of the displacement, and the physician preference[5,7,10]. Regarding 
operative treatments, CRPP is the mainstay of treatment for displaced extension type supracondylar 
fracture. However, controversy regarding the optimal technique, whether lateral pinning or crossed 
pinning, remains under discussion[7,15,16].

In this study, we retrospectively evaluated 101 patients; some managed by crossed pinning (27.8%) 
and others by lateral pinning (72.1% [2 pins in 50% and 3 pins in the remaining 50%]). Supracondylar 
fracture incidence was higher in males, nearly 2 times more than in females. The mean age was 5.87, 
ranging from 35 d to 13 years, with a peak incidence of 5-7 years. This result is comparable to the series 
done by Patel et al[17], where they reported a peak incidence in the 6-8-year-age group with an average 
age of 7.48 years. Also, male predominance was noted in Patel et al[17], Wilkins et al[18], and Solak et al
[19] series. Most clinical and radiological studies used Baumann angle, Flynn grade, and fracture 
complications to assess clinical outcomes[20]. In our study, we used the MEPS and Baumann angle for 
this purpose. There was no statistically significant difference between the treatment groups.

The loss of reduction in our study was 0%. In a recent meta-analysis done by Dekker et al[20] 
comparing the two techniques, the loss of reduction occurred in 11.6% of patients treated by crossed 
pinning and 12.4% of patients treated with lateral pins. Yet, there was no statistically significant 
difference between the two groups. In addition, there was no significant difference according to the 
Flynn criteria, ROM, and measures of radiographic outcome.

Patel et al[17] also used MEPS for comparing lateral and crossed pinning technique outcomes. For the 
crossed pinning group, they reported that 90% of the patients had excellent outcomes, 10% had good 
outcomes, and 0% had poor outcomes. Lateral pinning showed 83.33% excellent and 16.66% good 
outcomes with no reports of poor outcome. While in our study, 62.5% of the patients in the lateral 
pinning group had excellent outcomes, 36.1% had good outcomes, and 1.4% had fair outcomes with no 
poor outcomes. Crossed pinning showed 62.1% excellent outcomes, 34.5% good outcomes, and 3.4% fair 
outcomes. Both studies showed no statistically significant difference between the two treatment groups. 
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Table 1 Demographic characteristics

Lateral group Cross pin group

Male 43 (59.7%) 20 (69%)

Female 29 (40.3%) 9 (31%)

Extension type 2 15 (20.8%) 6 (20.7%)

Extension type 3 36 (50%) 7 (24.1%)

Extension type 4 15 (20.8%) 13 (44.8%)

Flexion type 6 (8.3%) 3 (10.3%)

Age mean 5.7920 6.0693

Age SD 3.17336 3.0422

MEPS mean 93.6806 93.6207

MEPS SD 8.59877 9.05307

Poor 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.4%) 1 (3.4%)

Good 26 (36.1%) 10 (34.5%)

MEPS

Excellent 45 (62.5%) 18 (62.1%)

Bumann angle mean 72.5139 72.3103

Bumann angle SD 6.46114 4.70640

SD: Standard deviation.

It could be that the difference in the percentages is due to the difference in the interpretation of the 
MEPS, as 15 points were considered a clinically negligible difference.

Several biomechanical studies demonstrated that crossed pinning is more stable than lateral pinning, 
especially on rotational testing and valgus and varus loading[21-23]. On the other hand, other studies 
reported no statistically significant differences radiologically and clinically between the two groups[15,
16]. Although crossed pins seem to provide more stabilization, their major disadvantage is the 
iatrogenic ulnar nerve injury. The studies estimated it to occur 3 to 5 times more than lateral pins alone
[15,16,20]. Conversely, Chen et al[24] reported no significant difference in the biomechanical stability 
between divergent lateral pins and crossed pins in terms of resisting varus, internal rotation, and 
extension forces. Also, Hamdi et al[25] suggested that two or three divergent lateral pins provide 
optimal fracture stability. These studies support the concept that properly placed lateral pins provide 
adequate biomechanical stability.

The limitations of our study include it being a retrospective study, not a randomized prospective 
clinical trial. Another major limitation was the uneven number of cases in each group in addition to 
them only being followed for short intervals. Furthermore, we included patients with flexion type 
supracondylar fractures, and these patients may constitute a different population from those with the 
extension type. Moreover, we did not analyze or report complications. Thus, a randomized controlled 
trial involving larger samples and evenly distributed cases with long-term follow-up is warranted in 
future studies.

CONCLUSION
Within the limitations of our study, the two techniques for displaced pediatric supracondylar humeral 
fractures promote similar postoperative results. There is no significant difference between lateral and 
crossed pinning techniques regarding the functional and radiological outcomes.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
The most widely accepted treatment for pediatric supracondylar humeral fracture is closed reduction 
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and percutaneous pinning. However, there is debate regarding the technique that is utilized, whether 
crossed or lateral pinning, and the number of pins used.

Research motivation
To compare the functional and radiological outcomes of lateral and cross pinning in the management of 
humeral supracondylar fracture.

Research objectives
To compare the functional and radiological outcomes of lateral and cross pinning in the management of 
humeral supracondylar fracture.

Research methods
A retrospective analysis was performed on 101 patients who were surgically managed by either one of 
the CRPP techniques from 2015 to 2019. Several clinical parameters were taken into account, including 
pre- and post-intervention Baumann's angle, as well as scores for pain, range of motion, function, and 
stability. Statistical analyses were performed to study the outcomes of the utilized techniques.

Research results
Amongst our study sample, which included 63 males and 38 females with a mean age of 5.87 years, 
about one-third of the patients underwent crossed pinning fixation configuration and the remaining 
two-thirds were managed by lateral pinning configuration. Similar results were obtained in the two 
groups with no statistical difference regarding Mayo elbow performance scores (MEPS) and Baumann's 
angle. The mean MEPS in the lateral and crossed pinning groups were 93.68 + 8.59 and 93.62 + 9.05, 
respectively. The mean Baumann's angle was 72.5 + 6.46 in the lateral group and 72.3 + 4.70 in the cross-
pinning group (P = 0.878).

Research conclusions
Both lateral pinning and crossed pinning fixation configuration for displaced pediatric supracondylar 
humeral fractures provide similar functional and radiological outcomes.

Research perspectives
A randomized controlled trial involving larger samples and evenly distributed cases with long-term 
follow-up is warranted in future studies.
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